


T-Tech Tattoo Device Inc. specializes in 
designing and manufacturing tattoo supplies 
and distributing them internationally. While 
the primary product focus remains on tattoo 
needle cartridges, T-Tech does make several 
variations of grips and drive bars (plungers) 
compatible with most of the available tattoo 
machines on the market.  

  

In this white paper, you will discover 
technical specifications, features, 
compatibility, and variations of T-Tech Tattoo 
Device Inc. grips and drive bars. 

 

 



T-Tech uses medical grade stainless steel for all of its cartridge grips. The 
colored grips have an aluminum coating and currently come in black 
color only. Aluminum coated grips are soft to touch, while the coating 
material prevents slippage. T-Tech stainless steel grips have a knurled 
surface for better traction control. All grips are designed to be user-
friendly and to save valuable time while setting-up and tattooing.  

  

A bayonet socket is placed at the end of each grip, making it compatible 
with T-Tech needle cartridges via a twist and lock mechanism. These 
cartridges can be attached or detached from our grips with a single twist.  

  

T-Tech grips are made as a single-body thus allowing for easy scrubbing 
and ultrasonic cleaning.  We make our grips and drive bars with Type 304 
and 316 Surgical Steel. Our drive bars contain medical grade plastic with 
a high melting point, making both the grip and the bar fully autoclavable.  

  

We encourage our artists to autoclave reusable items between each 
client to preserve a safe and sanitary working environment. 

  

 



•    Made with Type 304 & 316 Stainless Steel 

•    Bayonet socket 

•    Available in 2 styles 

•    Available in 2 types 

•    Available in 4 different sizes (see below) 

•    Autoclavable 

 

T-Tech designs its quick-attaching grips to be user-friendly to use and 
clean.  The grips are compatible with most coil and rotary tattoo 
machines and allow you to switch between needle configurations during 
a tattoo session quickly. Every grip undergoes quality control and is 
checked to fit T-Tech cartridges precisely. The grip is designed in a simple 
yet efficient manner and can be attached to your tattoo machine of 
choice with a tattoo machine’s original attachment gear.  

  

T-Tech grips are available in 4 different sizes (diameters): 

19 mm (3/4") 

25 mm (1") 

30 mm (1.2") 

32 mm (1.25") 

  

Knurled  

Smooth aluminum coating 

  

Contoured 

Standard  



T-Tech drive bars contain only medical grade materials and come in two 
different sizes, 84mm and 88mm. The lengths of the drive bars have 
been measured and allocated to fit different style tattoo machines. The 
drive bar is made using stainless steel and medical grade plastic with 
high enough melting point to be fully autoclavable. 

  

-    Bar made with Type 304 and 316 Stainless Steel 

-    Ball tip diameter is 6.0mm, made with medical grade plastic  

-    Comes in two lengths 

-    Autoclavable  

  

84mm x6.00mm diameter 

88mm x6.00mm diameter 

 



All T-Tech grips come bundled with two drive bars, 
one of each available size. Plungers are also available 
for individual purchase on T-Tech's official website. 

 

 

 

 Manufacturing & Quality Control 

T-Tech Tattoo Devices Inc. has chosen to work with 
premium manufacturers and use only top quality 
medical grade materials. All of the grips are 
manufactured using closely controlled CNC 
(computer numeric control) machines. While CNC is a 
trusted standard tool for manufacturing processes, 
the specialized quality control team still checks every 
single grip and plunger against specially 
manufactured T-Tech tools and cartridges before 
packaging.  

 

 

 

  

At heart, T-Tech Tattoo Device Inc. is an R&D 
company that works together with top-tier 
manufacturers to bring the company's designs to 
life. T-Tech's leading engineer is always hard at work 
on something new with a unique spin on the items. 
To keep up with the news on the upcoming new 
generations of cartridges, grips and other products 
visit the company website. 

  

 



This white paper identified the features and materials used in the 
manufacturing of the T-Tech Tattoo Device Inc. grips and drive bars. With 
two styles, two types and four different sizes available, T-Tech grips can 
be chosen based on your preference. To browse grips, plungers and 
other T-Tech products visit the company website ttechtattoo.com. T-Tech 
delivers internationally.  
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